Four Cities. Three Continents, One Executive MBA.

From Los Angeles and Singapore to London and Madrid, our 15-month Global Executive MBA has more than five weeks of face-to-face classes in some of the world’s most important business hotspots.

Thanks to our partnerships with UCLA, SMU and the Center for the Governance of Change, you will uncover the best business practices in the world at top universities. This transformational journey will take you beyond the classroom, immersing you in the real world of business with exclusive company visits.

The UCLA Anderson School of Management provides Global Executive MBA participants with a glimpse into how business prowess in North America translates to professional success in the rest of the world. Incorporating important lessons and success stories, professors from UCLA will guide you through the world’s ever-changing business climate.

Singapore has become the regional powerhouse of Asia-Pacific. Singapore Management University has been recognized as one of the top universities in the region, educating the students who are driving the innovative business decisions that are catapulting Asia-Pacific onto the global stage. Global Executive MBA students learn first-hand how to become change-makers and business leaders from some of the top professors in Singapore.

The Center for the Governance of Change is an applied-research, educational institution based at IE University that studies the political, economic, and societal implications of the current technological revolution and advances solutions to overcome its unwanted effects.

Previous company visits:

- SINGAPORE
- LOS ANGELES
- SAO PAULO
- MADRID
- LONDON